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Camp, a style of performance in queer subcultures, is being reimagined in the online video
portal of YouTube. Online performers—mostly young and queer—have infused camp
with a neoliberal sense of individuality, emotional authenticity, and personal development,
thereby challenging historical understandings of camp as wholly ironic and disengaged or
politically charged. These shifts in self-presentation are reflected in statements made by
performers in interviews and in the videos posted by these vloggers.
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Britney Houston’s career shift came rapidly. Performing onstage as ‘‘Angel’’ in Rent,
Houston started touring gay bars across the country, performing in drag for the very
first time to benefit local gay causes. Discovering an untapped form of self-expression,
Houston soon adapted her drag performance from the community-oriented space of
the gay bar to the personal space of YouTube. The journey of Britney Houston from
the traditional world of camp in bars—public yet impersonal—to the new world of
online queer performance—public yet personal—marks a shift in the history and
development of camp.

Spurred by YouTube’s structure and broader social trends, I argue camp perform-
ers like Houston are infusing sincerity, emotion, and deeper meanings of selfhood
into ‘‘camp.’’ Camp, a decades-old convention among gay and queer performers,
has a rich and complicated history, its meanings and forms periodically shifting and
constantly debated. Variously known as a style of communication, a social glue within
a subculture, or political position, in its newest incarnation online, camp has changed
in ways that deviate from past understandings, challenging the meaning of camp
and perhaps the nature of queer performance. Through interviews with vloggers on
YouTube, I seek to answer what role audiences play in shaping queer vloggers; how
the Internet as a site of performance (i.e., more than a technology or medium) has
shifted the style of camp; and how performers are crafting their identities and politics
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to fit a new media environment. The answers to these questions suggest a form of
queer performance that partially unravels, though sometimes imitates, the forms in
the past. In both the statements performers make and in the videos themselves, camp
is being redefined for the era of YouTube.

Camp and online identity—Histories and literatures

There are many definitions of camp, and its historical trajectory undergirds this
paper. A short history typically starts with Christopher Isherwood, whose novel,
The World in the Evening, has what is considered to be the first exposition on the
term ‘‘camp,’’ a term he describes as broadly expressing seriousness through humor
(Isherwood, 1954, pp. 124–126). But Isherwood’s novel also suggests a gay sensibility
at the origin of the term’s entrée into the written word—homosexuality is at issue in
the book. Yet Susan Sontag went on to frame camp as a postmodern style, primarily
disengaged, apolitical, and somewhat aligned with mass culture, though, to the
dismay of subsequent scholars, not as style emerging from gay subcultures (Sontag,
2002). Postgay liberation scholars reclaimed the term in the 1980s, feeling Sontag had
elided its origins in homosexual subcultures, and sought to frame it as style accessible
primarily to queer communities. Jack Babuscio, working to reclaim what Sontag had
downplayed, said that the ‘‘irony’’ endemic to camp must be shaped by a performer
or artist rejecting the status quo, a status quo that, at the time and perhaps today,
rejected gays as normal (Babuscio, 1999, p. 120). Babuscio’s project (similar to that of
Richard Dyer) is to use camp ‘‘to promote solidarity and greater sense of identification
within our community’’ (Babuscio, 1999, p. 118). The latest turn came in the 1990s
with Judith Butler, who discussed forms of camp as a way to interrogate gender,
and other scholars who saw camp as a ‘‘queer’’ challenge to bourgeois notions of
identity and selfhood—that queer identity challenges the notion of the self as unified
and continuous (Gamson, 1996; Meyer, 1994; Stein & Plummer, 1994). The notion
of ‘‘queering’’ something is now fundamental to camp and suggests anything from
blurring dichotomies—androgyny, confounding male and female—to challenging
societal assumptions—say, what it means to be black or gay, for instance. When we
speak of camp today, we speak of it mostly from this latest turn, heavily influenced
by the philosophies of Butler and groups like Queer Nation: Antibourgeois and
antimainstream, emphasizing difference and resistance (Gay & Lesbian Alliance,
1990). Further exposition on the history of gay and queer identification will come
later in this paper, but, in general, the performers I interviewed are challenging
the traditionally queer notions of selfhood to make camp more harmonious with
emotional and personal expressions. So what counts as camp for this paper? While
camp has been found in anything from art objects to rock bands, I relied heavily on
notions of queering and gendering, as well as stylistic traditions, most notably, the
lip synch (Halberstam, 1998; Kaminski & Taylor, 2008; Newton, 1972; Román, 1998)
and drag and gender play.1 Esther Newton’s functional definitional in her seminal
ethnography of drag queens was particularly useful and will be recited throughout:
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‘‘incongruity (subject matter), theatricality (style), and humor (strategy)’’ (Newton,
1972, p. 107). Moreover, an implicit or explicit critique of power—or bucking the
status quo—from a position on the margins was a somewhat useful criterion, but,
of course, in the venue of YouTube, full of performers outside traditional media and
operating within an alternative form, this criterion did not whittle it down much.

The literature on online identity, community, and embodiment, particularly
work on homepages, blogs, and webcams, also informs this paper. Research has been
divided on how identity and community operate online: whether, for instance, online
environments allow for coherent or fragmentary self-expression. In other words,
online, are we made whole, the rough edges of who we are, imperfect and confusing
made clear in a blog post? Or are the oft-contradictory aspects of our personalities
(in a Goffman-esque way: Mom vs. lawyer; gay vs. Christian) laid bare in ways that
disprove the idea of one self at its core? Some literature suggests that self-expression
tools like blogs allow individuals to integrate into one unit often fragmentary notions
of identity and performance (Lindemann, 2005; Reed, 2005); yet, on the other side,
scholars like Sherry Turkle contend that the screen and the computer create multiple
identities, creating a fragmented experience (Turkle, 1984, 1995). At the core of these
debates is a deeper conversation over debates over the existence or nonexistence of
a knowable self—‘‘I am’’ versus ‘‘Am I?’’—that is far too expansive and unwieldy
for this paper but one that is constantly played out in the literature on identity.
Nevertheless, many of the participants interviewed here discuss themselves in ways
that clearly quote an individualist ethos and suggest an attempt to express a coherent
identity. Whether that identity is ‘‘actually’’ coherent is a ripe question, but the
statements in themselves, it will be shown, have meaning on their own, without
delving into those waters.

Scholars similarly debate whether online environments disembody or embody
individuals (White, 2006). On that issue, I side with Michele White’s work on women
and webcams, which posits that the presence of a physical body in online video
suggests a ‘‘real’’ body but fundamentally denies the spectator an actual experience
of reality, allowing the possibility of agency for the webcam operator or vlogger.
The sense of control may feed into the rather pronounced statements of selfhood I
received and explains why the aforementioned debate over fragmented versus unified
notions of selfhood need to be reconfigured to site-specific situations, that is, the
practice of vlogging suggests its own declaration of selfhood, an issue to be explored.

On whether notions of ‘‘community’’ need to be reconceptualized online, I
support devising more nuanced conceptions of community, like those posited by
Lange and boyd, including ‘‘private publics’’ and ‘‘networked publics,’’ both of which
suggest that a person’s online presence is neither wholly private nor public, but
instead a carefully and consistently negotiated terrain (boyd, 2008; Lange, 2007).
Both Lange and Boyd described how users employ the functions of the site—privacy
controls, messaging functions, tiers, and types of friendships and connections—to
negotiate how different users and the public at large sees (or does not see) them.
When I reference ‘‘community,’’ then, I am speaking of connections constantly
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negotiated—how a group of similar performers are connected, or not connected, in
a variety of ways (through functions like subscribing, friending, commenting, and
collaborating).

Finally, like many ethnographies of online spaces, my analysis is centered not on
whether the performers are expressing who they ‘‘really’’ are, but more on ‘‘how,
where, and when identities and realities are made available on the Internet’’ (Hine,
2000, p. 118). Of course, all of these conversations over online identity have been
enabled by the converging of media platforms, most clearly explicated by Henry
Jenkins, who describes the fusing of media technologies—here, video production
and the Internet—as allowing individuals to ‘‘take media in their own hands’’
(Jenkins, 2006a, 2006b, p. 17). The empowering of individuals (consumers) to craft
identities, driven in part by corporate need to find new markets (Jenkins, 2006a,
2006b, p. 243), has been a buzzword since the earlier work of John Fiske, Sherry
Turkle, and Jenkins on fans, and is integral to this paper.2

Method

My study involved interviews with participants about their YouTube experience and
viewing videos of dozens of performers. In total, 12 participants were involved, 10 of
whom I interviewed personally, and another whose comments were taken from an
informal talk given at Yale University3 —one other interviewed herself, as I’ll explain
below. I contacted 42 performers in total—mostly via YouTube, occasionally via
email or MySpace as so specified on their YouTube profile—half of whom responded
and half of those I was able to interview. Five interviews were conducted over the
phone, three via instant message, one via e-mail, and one via video chat. I deliberately
left open the options for communication—I asked each which media they were most
comfortable with—and found no demonstrable difference in the types of responses
I received from each. All live interviews lasted from roughly 40 min to over 2 h.
The performers each self-identified as a variety of races: two were Latino, two were
black, one was mixed, one was Asian, and six were white.4 Most identified as an
alternative to heterosexual—gay, queer, none of the above. However, I interviewed
two ‘‘straight’’-identified performers whose videos were stylistically aligned with
camp in interesting—and certainly debatable—ways to see if my observations about
the YouTube experience changed: both Byron Yee and Daniel Gardner, discussed
throughout, identify as straight but lip sync to music and play with notions of gender.5

I interviewed them to see what ideas they shared with nonstraight performers and
where they differed. Ideas shared could suggest aspects of identity resulting from
the YouTube space and practice, whereas differences suggested areas where sexuality
is more important. While their allegiance to any ‘‘queer’’ agenda is suspect, their
working in a similar form in a similar space offered an interesting opportunity to
clarify what performance on YouTube means.

I solicited all interviews on YouTube. I created a homepage with some information
about my academic position and research interests, and posted several videos asking
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YouTubers questions about camp and vlogging in general. My first two videos—staid,
with me in a collared shirt talking directly to the camera—were only somewhat
successful in getting interviewees to talk. So to increase my yield, I cut a 20-second
clip of me asking my basic research question using some of the stylistic qualities of
camp on YouTube—bright colors, sharp editing, pop music, and lip-syncing to a
voice of a different gender (in this case, three of my female colleagues). Becoming
more of a participant yielded more interviews. My first videos were longer and
unstructured—me talking into the camera for about 1 minute. One minute is a long
time on YouTube, and so my quirky video’s brevity resulted in more interviewees
watching it. Second, creating a video more in line with the breezy participatory nature
of the site marked me as a participant in a community. Lastly, the camp vloggers I
looked at often knew each other, either by reputation or personally. As a newcomer,
I needed to show that I understood their language. It brought me down to earth and
made me more accessible—or at least I assumed so based on my increased yield in
interviews.

Before interviewing, I spent time surveying the field, subscribing to various
performers’ channels and adding favorites. YouTube has several ways of establishing
connections: friending, subscribing, commenting, sharing, and favoriting. Friending
requires the approval of the person being friended, but anyone can subscribe to any
channel, comment on any video or channel (with some exception), or ‘‘favorite’’ any
video. As observed by Patricia Lange, subscribing indicates that a person is ‘‘aligned
with’’ or broadly interested in a particular person’s videos (Lange, 2007). Subscribing
to various channels was a way for me to show I was ‘‘with’’ my participants; it also
provided a practical way to keep track of all the performers. In the end, I subscribed
to nearly 100 channels of various kinds of performance, not all of which could
be considered camp—queer male and female, transgender, and a few comedians
and comediennes, some presumably straight, whose work displayed markers of
what has historically been called ‘‘queer’’: Androgynous fashion, lip-syncing, and
elaborate costuming, and also those who openly discussed sexuality or those whose
commentators questioned and discussed their sexuality. For the purposes of historical
and theoretical consistency, I only pursued interviews with those performers whose
work related to the aforementioned notions of camp—lip-syncing, dress-up, and
comedy supporting Sontagian (seriousness through humor or exaggeration) or
Butlerian (subverting with gender norms) concepts of camp.6

Methodologically, the question of how much I ‘‘trusted’’ my interviewees is an
interesting one. In general, I did not question that my interviewees were ‘‘telling
the truth’’ (in accordance with Hine) even when the performance of self became
evidently calculated. One interviewee, for instance, interviewed herself. I sent Crazie
Tracie7 a list of questions at her request—she did not want a live interview. She
soon told me she was ‘‘working on the video’’ and ‘‘will load the video and send
it tonight.’’ When this video was posted, Crazie Tracie had assumed the identity
of Barbara Stalker of ABSee News—a play on Barbara Walters of ABC—in order
to interview herself using my questions, more or less. Methodologically, this was
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an interesting example of how YouTubers—and new media users, in general—can
indeed take control of their own representations. Many of my interviewees do this
every day in interesting ways. Most significant, however, was how she showed her
personality—her love of impersonation, assuming characters—under the guise of
someone else. She spent more time as Barbara Stalker in the video than Crazie Tracie.
In general, my interviews were not so overtly postmodern. As an interviewer, I
decided largely to take my interviewers at their word. Despite their job as performers,
most interviewees were not as sophisticated as Crazie Tracie and spoke critically and
personally about their vlogging.8 I took their responses, including those of Crazie
Tracie,9 as ‘‘sincere,’’ as a performance that comes from a place of ‘‘humanity,
interiority and subjectivity’’ and that is negotiated between the interviewee and
myself.10

I framed this paper around the contested notion of ‘‘camp’’ and did so for
a few reasons.11 First, it provided a theoretically rich and historically rooted
framework through which to view these videos. In addition, other possible frame-
works—performance art, queer film, comedy, testimonial, and monologue—were
limiting. Picking one potentially ruled out a crucial example of another I considered
to be of camp. YouTube is a site of incredible experimentation with genre and
form, and applying preset forms felt blunt. Camp, moreover, cuts across genre: My
participants created video diaries, performance art, music videos, infomercials, short
films, and mock journalism.

Camp 2.0: Articulations of identity

Identity and community are, in many ways, the core concepts driving shifts in
notions of camp. In general, many performers I spoke to expressed greater levels of
individuality and less connection to community12 and traditional labels, and showed
a tendency to privilege personal and emotional development over politics. This shift
toward the self in camp online is likely driven by Web 2.0 culture and YouTube, which
profess to connect people and create venues for self-expression. Yet technology also
arises from our sociohistorical needs, a result of broader trend, including, as Suzanna
Danuta Walters says, the rise in media exposure beginning in the 1990s: ‘‘Many young
gays—both the polymorphous, radical queers who resist definition and the guppies
who want to blend in—find the old terms of ‘identity,’ ‘community,’ and ‘liberation’
tired and narrow’’ (Walters, 2003, p. 293). Gay, gone from the margins, became
‘‘ordinary,’’ and expressions of sexuality—if not attached to a label—necessarily
personal. The YouTube videos I saw and the interviews I conducted suggested a
historically specific shift in young people’s relationship to new media, camp, and
queer history, marking the move from marginal, ironic, community-forming camp
to more mainstream, earnest, personally inflected forms online. Two vloggers who
demonstrate this well are Michael Lucid and B. Scott.

This focus on the self partially involves reifying the self and presenting oneself
as ‘‘ordinary’’ but can also involve connecting with others, if not a ‘‘community’’
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per se. Michael Lucid,13 a 30-year-old independent film-maker who posts short films
of himself and friends in various forms of drag, put it best: ‘‘I think the personal
inevitably forms the work and kind of speaks through the work. . . . There has to
be emotional honesty, you kind of make yourself vulnerable and say something
about yourself. . .just to connect with other people.’’ Camp was once divorced from
‘‘emotional honesty,’’ inflected with normativity; honesty, in any obvious way, was
almost forbidden.

Perhaps the best example of the new tensions between camp and camp 2.0 is B.
Scott.14 Scott, an exuberant Los Angeles blogger and YouTuber on celebrity, music,
and fashion, embodies these tensions between professional and unprofessional,
invested and independent, and even, camp and not camp. B. Scott hosts what
could be called a talk show on YouTube, where he discusses his life, celebrities, and
sometimes, though rarely, politics. He also regularly breaks out in song, or rather
lip syncs and dances to the latest pop hit that moves him. With his slight frame,
ever-growing wigs, and unisex and women’s clothing, B. Scott is playing with viewers’
conceptions, camping quite explicitly, and looks like he is playing a character. But
he often gets rather personal and regularly talks about his family, feelings, and
philosophies. And while he is very popular—entertainers like Michelle Williams of
Destiny’s Child, Jensen Atwood, and Ashanti appear in his videos, and Jamie Foxx
has professed he is a fan—he confesses his YouTube page is often an afterthought,
something he does right before going to bed.

The tension is in the videos themselves, which range from the sincere and
inspirational ‘‘B. Scott Says Thank God For Another Day Of Life!’’15 and ‘‘B. Scott
Asks Has Fear Ever Jeopardized A New Relationship?’’16 to ‘‘B. Scott Gets So Super
Duper Happy Sometimes!’’17 in which he lip-syncs to his own single, ‘‘Androgynous,’’
about being just that, and ‘‘Mariah Carey’s E = MC2 In Stores Today!’’ in which
he performs to Carey’s ‘‘Touch My Body.’’ The latter conforms to Esther Newton’s
definition of camp cited earlier: Incongruity (subject matter, or here, an effeminate
black queer man, perhaps, as one interpretation), theatricality (style; B. Scott
can be quite extravagant in style), and humor (strategy; nearly all his videos are
presented with a smile and few gags and giggles), partially disengaged from what
is ‘‘serious’’ and, at least formally, ‘‘unnatural’’—his androgyny. The former two
videos, however, are more in the tradition of Oprah, self-edifying emotionally
liberating videos about life—definitely not camp. ‘‘It’s a manifestation of my
spirit. . .I’m human,’’ B. Scott told a crowd at Yale when asked about his videos.
‘‘I can only speak from my experiences, and that’s my reality.’’ Spiritual honesty
is not incongruous—it strives for coherence and downplays irony—and is quite
serious, not intended to be funny. B. Scott wants to build up his audience and
make them—and him—feel good in a way that does not have them questioning his
intentions.

B. Scott’s description of his own site, I would argue, is a historically specific
and determined phenomenon, a product of shifts in camp due to technology, and,
debatably, generational shifts.
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Camp 2.0: Labels and community

From where do these new media changes in identity definition, style, and performance
arise? Understanding our historical moment is crucial to understand the ideas set
forth in this paper.

In the mid-20th century, as drag became more public and popular, the discourse
of ‘‘shame’’ shaped how drag performers interpreted their work. ‘‘How can a man
perform in female attire and not have something wrong with him?’’ a female
impersonator told Newton (Newton, 1972, p. 100). Newton rightly picked up on the
paradox of drag and origins of camp: Along with the humor there was sadness, an
inability to fit one’s identity into the framework of normalcy. This marginality was
framed as a defect, and other sociologists uncovered similar themes. Mary McIntosh
noted: ‘‘It is interesting to notice that homosexuals themselves welcome and suppose
the notion that homosexuality is a condition. . . . The deviancy can thus be seen
as legitimate for him and he can continue in it without rejecting the norms of
the society’’ (McIntosh, 1998, p. 69). While her conclusions are problematic, the
notion that gays at the time saw themselves as separate from normative society was
certainly true. Deviance, nonetheless, was the organizing concept behind drag, the
early manifestation of camp.

Drag, then, occupied a treacherous place in mainstream discourse, underscoring
the system of male and female as ‘‘natural,’’ making homosexuality ‘‘unnatural’’
(Newton, 1972, p. 103). Performers echoed this theme of deviance: ‘‘I am physically
abnormal’’; ‘‘I can’t help it, I was born with the wrong hormone balance’’; and
‘‘I am psychologically sick.’’18 In conclusion, ‘‘the drag queen symbolize[s] all that
homosexuals say they fear the most in themselves. . .he symbolizes, in fact, the
stigma.’’19

Drag and camp, leading into the 1980s and 1990s, eventually became ‘‘the
inevitable image of gayness in art and the media,’’ according to Dyer, becoming the
lingua franca of gay identification, a way to counteract representations that gays were
required to live in (Dyer, 2002a, p. 112; Dyer, 2002b, p. 3). As ‘‘gay camp’’ through the
1980s became more well known, however, ‘‘queer camp’’ took hold. The difference
was simple: While gay camp was accessible to those in the mainstream, queer camp
spoke only to other queers (Davis, 2004, p. 57). But the transition from ‘‘gay’’ to
‘‘queer’’ was not seamless. ‘‘Queer’’ was at the same time being deployed as a way
to deconstruct all labels, including ‘‘gay,’’ which were considered ‘‘bourgeois’’ and
furthered erroneous notions of ‘‘the Self as unique, abiding and continuous’’ (Meyer,
1994, p. 3). Camp performance, instead, became a way of destabilizing identity
categories, much in the way Butler discussed drag and its relation to gender, while
also destabilizing the society that compelled gay men and women to self-stigmatize
(Butler, 1990, pp. 9, 25).

Without a doubt, some of the foundations on which camp was presumed—‘‘I
am psychologically sick’’—are no longer part of the way YouTubers discuss their
performance and have not been popular for awhile. To the phrase ‘‘I am physically
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abnormal,’’ which Newton was told, Chris Crocker, of ‘‘Leave Britney Alone!’’ fame,
would say ‘‘normal was invented to make people question who they are.’’20 But,
moreover, self-stigmatization rarely works on YouTube. The purpose of the site
is to present one’s identity as cohesive and solidified, even if it is not—given the
tools to do so, this solidity is in many ways structurally enforced, a claim to be
explained. Nevertheless, the most popular users on the site present themselves as
rather self-assured; they edit out verbal foibles, moments when their focus is off the
camera (if they shoot in first person). Meanwhile, vloggers who present themselves as
less sure—early episodes of Lonelygirl15 are a classic example—are met with doubt
(of their veracity), derision, or ambivalence (they do not get views).

Having little relation to earlier forms of a gay identification, performers on
YouTube are closer to the queer notion of camp, having embraced the power of
performance to blur lines of gender and sexuality. Britney Houston is the clearest
example. She does not want anyone to define her: ‘‘‘woman’ in my mind isn’t just
the thing you have between your legs. . .It’s all about roles. It’s all about the acting in
everyday life.’’ Or, as Sean B. puts plainly, ‘‘gender is just really fluid.’’ I heard this
several times, from Michael Lucid to Theo Antonio. In my opinion, the ordinariness
of this ‘‘queer’’ perspective on gender suggests that camp’s foundation in irony,
critique, and seriousness has been diluted, making its politics taken for granted.
Instead, the notion of ‘‘expressing one’s self-ownership and personal identity’’ has
become novel. For instance, despite Lucid’s frequent dressing up as a woman, he does
not see much irony or critique in his shorts: ‘‘I don’t see myself as a drag queen. . .I
just see myself as a husky-voiced woman. . .On some level I’m just acting. I’m just
being a comedian. There is some kind of irony going on, but there’s also a kind
of an immediate self-expression.’’ Lucid’s easy identification with ‘‘woman’’ shows
how the queer politics of gender-bending have become matter-of-fact, replacing
the old and stigmatized ‘‘drag,’’ and how the politics of individualism and personal
authenticity—his ‘‘self-expression’’—have replaced both. This discourse of the
personal places the self before others, even though the opinions of others matter.
Valynne told me there is no science to his videos: ‘‘I just be myself. . . I’m just
telling you how I am.’’ That his priority is to relate ‘‘how he is’’—and that he
chronicles his transformation into something of a drag queen (he does not want to
call himself a drag queen)—signals his vlog as a venue for personal development and
fulfillment. That he has amassed a niche following is something of an afterthought:
‘‘I’m surprised that people like that.’’ Britney Houston, who aspires to a career in
entertainment, was even more explicit about his camp on YouTube being an exercise
in self-production: ‘‘It’s about creating your art, creating yourself.’’ As opposed to
reality shows, productions based on the values and desires of others (corporations,
audiences), he said, ‘‘I’m making my own situation.’’

The performers I spoke to did not see camp as ‘‘gay’’ or a unifying aspect of
the community. Some performers did identify as gay, but even those often offer
a caveat. Asked about how he identifies—what kind of label he uses to describe
himself—Valynne told me ‘‘gay,’’ but then added ‘‘I’m fine with anything.’’ Theo
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Antonio told me the word gay ‘‘sounded odd to me,’’ and then noted, ‘‘I just think
all of that is complete label, just like man and woman.’’ Chris Crocker, too, has
said that ‘‘straight’’ does not exist, and both Lucid and Houston identify as queer.21

Sean B., like Houston,22 had very clear and provocative ideas about his expression of
gender: ‘‘I am very into the idea of androgyny, too. . .Gender is just really fluid. . .I’m
just interested in the idea of neutralism. And why can’t I just dance around to
Britney? Why is that gay? Why is that effeminate?’’ I read this as a queer reading
of sexuality; Sean B. is not invested in expectations of gender or sexuality. He is
interested in disrupting them. Lucid, for his part, seemed a bit lackluster about labels
in general: ‘‘I guess queer,’’ when asked how he identified, ‘‘that expresses something
a little more interesting than gay.’’ By contrast, the response more known to camp
performance has been the older YouTuber Vic Deville’s response to my question
about his sexuality: ‘‘Born gay. Love it. Gay, gay, gay.’’ The historic tensions Allen
Drexel noted between drag and the gay movement could be an antecedent, but
the likely cause of this reluctance to identify as ‘‘gay’’ is the ‘‘queer’’ movement.
The possibility of deconstructing labels offered by ‘‘queer’’ politics and theory also
deconstructed ‘‘gay,’’ rupturing the foundation that gave the term its life. Some have
fretted this transition, The Advocate even running a cover asking, ‘‘Is gay over?’’ and
wondering whether ‘‘people can be blasé about their homosexuality’’ (Vary, 2006,
p. 99).

This ambivalence to the idea of a community or subculture turns up in videos and
statements from the performers. Many of the performers are aware of one another,
and recognize similarities, but also work to separate themselves from the pack.23

Antonio recently posted a video called ‘‘Stupid Boys,’’ in which he lambasts most
of the gay vloggers: ‘‘they travel in packs. . .with their pooky little bellies and their
itty bitty wee-wees.’’24 B. Scott is more explicit: ‘‘I like Chris Crocker, and I like
Perez Hilton, but I don’t feel it’s a fair comparison. . . . I can label myself, but you
don’t label me. I define me and what I think is important.’’ Sean B. called himself an
‘‘effeminate gay man,’’ codifying the label with something more appropriate for his
self-expression. While some of this is about turf and brand establishment—B. Scott
thinks of his site as business—a significant part of it is a broader resistance to labeling
and grouping in general.

Identity: After queer

In many ways, camp performers on YouTube are ‘‘queer’’ in a 90’s sense of the
word, invested as they are in gender politics. But they are not consistently so. In
interviews, many of the people I interviewed spoke in highly individualist, inclusive,
sometimes spiritual, terms, which I would argue has not been the tradition of the
queer politics of camp but in some ways is an outgrowth of it. Traditional queer
theory has not incorporated individualism into its politics: ‘‘What ‘queer’ signals
is an ontological challenge that displaces bourgeois notions of the Self as unique,
abiding and continuous. . . ’’ (Meyer, 1994, p. 3). In queer camp, there is no ‘‘self,’’
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a supposedly gender and class normative notion. Individualism through the ‘‘self’’
diffuses difference and posits equality, or, at least, normalcy, so Meyer’s further
assertion that ‘‘. . . the un-queer do not have access to the discourse of Camp’’ further
underscores the tone of exclusivity in queerness (Meyer, 1994, p. 1). Queer camp
emphasizes difference, camp online emphasizes the self, suggesting difference but
just as often asserting sameness, too—think of B. Scott’s Oprah-inflected videos. To
queer camp’s assertion that ‘‘there is a queerness at the core of mainstream culture,’’
the performance of camp on YouTube suggests there is a massness at the core of queer
(Creekmur & Doty, 1995, p. 4). If queer camp identity ‘‘. . .always refuses closeting
practices of assimilation and goes for the broadest and most explicit assertion of
presence,’’ camp online sees no contradiction between the two: One can be queer
(with a clear sense of identity, of self) and present (‘‘We’re here. We’re queer. Get
used to it.’’) while also being unique, like everyone else and able (or at least willing)
to appeal to everyone else as well (Berlant & Freeman, 1993, p. 199).

What I heard from my participants was a constant citation of individualism—that
‘‘I’’ come before institutions and structures, of which I’d count ‘‘gay’’—coded
pronouncements of equality and empowerment, mixed with a sense of self. B. Scott
was the most pronounced in this. During an over hour-long talk, he described himself
as ‘‘human’’ at least five times and uttered innumerable variations on ‘‘I tell you
what it is I am. . . I can only be who I am.’’ That B. Scott compares himself not to
Chris Crocker or Perez Hilton but to Oprah and Tyra Banks is not merely bravado,
but an embrace of (almost pop, spiritual) humanism—or, as he says, his sexuality
‘‘is a manifestation of my spirit,’’ not a manifestation of difference. So instead of
saying, first, ‘‘I’m here. I’m queer (or gay),’’ the priority is the self first, with an
understanding that the queerness is there, implied. The desire to take what is queer
and make it mass was clear to Michael Lucid, too: ‘‘One thing it’s real important to
me that people of all sexualities can enjoy the videos and watch them. If I thought
that only gay men were watching the videos, I wouldn’t be very happy with that. . .I
think it’s important they speak to all people and not be pigeonholed.’’

The origins of the queer, yet postqueer, moment are clear. The mainstreaming
of gay subculture is well chronicled (Barnhurst, 2007; Gross, 2001; Sender, 2004),
and the complicity of gays in neoliberalism has too been explored (Richardson,
2005; Sender, 2006). After To Wong Foo and gay marriage, the marginalized now
conflate queer with normative discourses (Walters, 2003, p. 150). Indeed, compare
the historical moment of Bowers v. Hardwick narrated by Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick
with the moment in 2003 when, days before New York’s gay pride, sodomy was
decriminalized, and one sees the shift quite clearly (Sedgwick, 1992, p. 74). The
sheer visibility of gay culture today (Gross, 2001, pp. 261–262) makes YouTubers’
claims to sameness and neoliberal individuality clear. What is unclear is to what
extent the rationale for these pronouncements exists outside of YouTube or arise
from—whether, without a YouTube, such sentiments would still arise.

YouTube and its structure may compel and allow this assertion of self on one’s
own terms. The features of the site and its way of functioning allows users a great
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deal, though not unlimited, control over how they want to present themselves and
even how they are received. The webcam frames the face and asks vloggers to speak
their minds; they build homepages where they choose color and design (but not
structure, interestingly); they can delete homophobic criticism from the videos and
channels (as a couple of my interviews did); they control who they are friends with
and who they are not; they delete videos they once made but no longer like. B. Scott,
for instance, said he deletes past videos if his feelings change, so a person’s video
library comes to represent the self in a very visceral way. Michele White observed
some of these, perhaps solipsistic, tendencies in her study of webcams, noting that
‘‘construction of selves’’ is changing, ‘‘sentiments about visibility’’ (and I would add
the self)—‘‘are shifting’’ (White, 2006, p. 59). If queer camp argued for recognition
in relation to mainstream co-optation of gay discourse, the shift to acceptance by
the gay mainstream, and the absence of queer representations, then in the current
moment queer performers create their own visibility in relation to a world more
accustomed to its presence, so are given license to foreground themselves and let their
gender performance, politics, and camp sensibility speak (softly or loudly) for itself.

Indeed, because the environment of the site fosters an atmosphere of self-
affirmation—Jenkins’ empowerment of users—I also saw these modes of expression
among straight performers of ‘‘camp’’—lip-syncing, irony, etc. Daniel Gardner25

told me, ‘‘I think people do know the real me’’ from his videos, and, in addition to his
very zany comedy skits, he posts personal vlogs and has even started a live broadcast
show, both aimed at showing himself in more personal, unmediated spaces. The
site is populated with lots of ‘‘you’s’’ of all different races, genders, and sexualities,
broadcasting their opinions and art, and many of them are fairly ‘‘weird.’’ If everyone
is different, then no one is, the thinking goes.

This discourse of individualism and ‘‘personality’’ puts a lot of ‘‘camp 2.0’’ in
proper context. It explains what to make of Britney Houston and Theo Antonio’s
style, which cites and revels in mass normalcy—and why Houston and Lucid told
me they wanted to ‘‘bring people together.’’ It also explains why so many performers
have very personal videos alongside and even within some videos that are explicitly
camp.26 This is not ‘‘new queer cinema’’ whose form, content, and production
are marked by a consistent articulation of being ‘‘different.’’ These performers are
different and are okay with being so, but they are also, they would like you to believe,
the same. YouTube is full of people, queer and not, and of all different races and ages,
all proclaiming their individuality; so, in very concrete ways, these ‘‘humanized’’
expressions of camp are coded ways of saying they are just like everybody else, which
is truly a remarkable historical shift from the pronouncement ‘‘I am psychologically
sick’’ only decades earlier.

Style

On YouTube, various forms of camp exist. While some performers worked within
traditional understandings of camp—artifice, irony, theatricality—there were others,
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many of them younger, remixing these styles for the Web 2.0 era. In style, camp 2.0
downplays artifice in favor of sincerity.

Aunt Barbara27 is an older YouTube performer whose style is more in line with
traditional notions of camp. One of Barbara’s shticks is to faux-sell products no
one needs and could probably do without: ‘‘My life was dull until I discovered the
wonders of lard!’’ says the then 38-year-old Barbara, her black hair in a beehive
and her bright red lips colonizing a sizable portion of her face. ‘‘Don’t you want
rich, creamery butter fried in lard? America’s children aren’t eating enough fruits
and vegetables. Fry them in lard!’’ Of course, Aunt Barbara is not selling lard; she
is selling herself. She and her sidekick, Vic Deville, who plays various characters in
their YouTube videos, had been making videos for 10 years but started posting them
online to increase their visibility.28 I spoke to Deville, who directs the videos, and
he sees their enterprise as a complex exercise in traditional camp: Aunt Barbara in
drag, the 1950s suburban sets, the cheap ‘‘crap’’ they fictively sell and the Tupperware
they actually sell. ‘‘I think it’s because of the campy nature of the whole Tupperware
business. That 50’s housewife thing can be carried far by a man in a dress,’’ Deville
told me via instant message. ‘‘It’s def[initely] an ironic take on the 50’s thru the
70’s. . .100% kitsch. . .somewhat offensive, but presented in an innocent way.’’

The Aunt Barbara style—a style that remains in the minority on YouTube and
more prevalent in past representations of drag and camp29 —is rooted in notions
of camp first articulated fully by Sontag.30 Barbara, Sontag would say, conveys a
love of the unnatural and artifice through exaggeration, ‘‘converts the serious [poor
nutrition] into the frivolous [fun for the family!],’’ all in a disengaged style31 (Sontag,
2002, pp. 53–54). The ‘‘unnatural’’ here is canned lard, excessively hawked in a
faux infomercial. Barbara does not, moreover, look like most women, her overdone
makeup and motionless hair place her firmly in artifice. Newton, in her study of
‘‘female impersonators,’’ more succinctly summarizes the fundamentals of camp as
‘‘incongruity (subject matter), theatricality (style), and humor (strategy)’’ (Newton,
1972, p. 107). Barbara’s zest for the unhealthy, her shrill delivery, and her punch lines
all mark her performance as camp.

But most of what could be considered camp on YouTube looks less like Aunt
Barbara’s midcentury camp and more like that of Theo Antonio,32 a 23-year-old
African American boy living in Los Angeles. Antonio’s videos are primarily remixes of
pop music videos currently on the charts. At times scantily but stylishly clad, donning
a wig and subtle yet noticeable makeup, writhing sensuously in heels, Antonio lip
syncs to songs like Britney Spears’ ‘‘Get Back’’ or ‘‘Gimme More.’’ In his ‘‘Get Back’’
video, he dances fiercely in front of the camera, his lip sync routine spliced with
footage from Aaliyah’s ‘‘More than a Woman’’ and random footage of hi-speed car
chases, traffic accidents, and lightning bolts.

Antonio’s gender-queering, his forceful delivery, and his humorous interjection of
tragic accident footage all relate to the stylistic parameters of Sontagian and Butlerian
camp (his use of juxtaposition suggests an eye for irony and dissonance, while his
passionate delivery in a kind of drag recalls Butler), but beneath the surface, there
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are hints his videos extend those boundaries. Antonio’s fast MTV-like edits, form-
flattering lighting, consistent color schemes, and lack of commentary (on the object
he camps, for he often does not alter the lyrics or remix the original video) suggest
an inclination to homage and disinclination to parody, even humor; the videos are
earnest. Antonio is not ‘‘making fun’’ of the music video; he is making his own version
of a song he loves. This earnestness is key. Indeed, Antonio maintains he is not playing
a character like Aunt Barbara. ‘‘I’m just really being me,’’ he told me, saying he wants
people to think he is ‘‘normal.’’ The videos can be read as ironic—as traditionally
camp—but they are not fully. Antonio does not have the ironic distance evident in
Aunt Barbara’s posts to make his videos fit neatly within historical understandings
of camp. Sontag’s ‘‘disengaged’’ and ‘‘unnatural’’ seem inapplicable; her claim that
once performers understand the limits of sincerity they adopt a ‘‘character’’ does
not really apply. Antonio, instead, wants his true personality—whatever that may
be—to come through. I heard this ‘‘being me’’ several times, but needless to say that
a lot of YouTube performers can adopt characters—don makeup and wigs—and
suggest insincerity (i.e., ‘‘like someone else’’), while at the same time hope that some
nugget of ‘‘them’’ is coming through. Meanwhile, Aunt Barbara’s videos are indeed
‘‘making fun’’ (with sometimes serious themes) of styles in ways that superficially
dismiss their importance (the commercial above is a good example), even as that
strategy masks a critique. If Antonio is critiquing the music video—he told me no
such thing—the critique is softer, the irony less pronounced.

By contrast, this is not how Aunt Barbara and Vic Deville33 conceptualize their
performance. ‘‘The character and the person need to be kept separate. It’s just
an acting gig, you know?’’ Deville told me. Other older performers, like Terry
Roth34 —a.k.a. Zipster and Loco Mama—echoed this distinction between character
and person. In style, too, Roth is completely in character, in full make-up and rarely
breaks the viewer’s suspension of disbelief. He speaks of most of his characters
in the third person, as if they were people he knew as friends: ‘‘Loco Mama is
camp. . .She is over the top. She is out of control. I love her. . .She belongs in a
John Waters movie’’—and looks like it, too. Loco Mama, in fact, is not even played
by Roth; she is played by Ginger Duval, another character Roth devised, so Roth’s
Loco Mama is twice removed from himself. Yet even Roth, who is more invested
in YouTube as a community than Barbara,35 also says that Zipster—his admittedly
camp character—is ‘‘an invention in my head that has to have ties to the real me.’’

So while age is not an absolute marker of how YouTube performers conceive
of camp’s style, it is a fairly good indicator. Younger performers, who make up the
majority of vloggers I saw on YouTube, are more casual and more sincere about their
vlogging. Their aesthetics—costumes, set design, and scripts—are more spare and
less calculated; many of them film them in one or a few takes, do not write out scripts
or spend hours in makeup. Paul Bond,36 21, who lip syncs to classic diva songs like
‘‘It’s Raining Men’’ and ‘‘Gypsy Woman,’’ understands over-the-top delivery (he is a
theater major) and agrees that his videos are ‘‘showy’’: ‘‘The camera does take a little
effect. . .I might be a little extra silly. . .overemphasize certain moves, facial gestures
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and what not.’’ Yet Bond’s videos, on the other hand, are quite humble, much less
produced than those of either Barbara or Antonio. He has no sets or make-up,
only some moderate costume embellishments and the verve of his hyperactive body.
Nevertheless, his instinct for the absurd is the same: In one of his most humorous
videos, Bond lip syncs to a rant by Marguerite Perrin, an evangelical reality show
personality who infamously went ballistic after visiting the house of a ‘‘new age’’
family, screaming ‘‘I’m a God Warrior!’’37 We can read into his short performance
cultural critique an irreverence for power, and the harsh irony of a deeply religious
white woman being voiced through the lips of a college-educated, Latino gay man;
certainly this mainstream critique is classic camp and arguably political (Walters,
2003, pp. 293–294). Yet for Bond, it was not political: ‘‘I just did it. . .random things
just pop in my head and I just do it. . .hahaha.’’ As arch as he may appear, he too defers
to personal authenticity, despite the otherwise artificial nature of his performance:
‘‘it’s just me being silly, being myself.’’ For Bond, the unrehearsed and rough quality
of his videos—no sets, few edits, poor production quality, etc.—seems to add to
this ‘‘realness,’’ despite, and perhaps in place of, its apparent artifice and veneer of
traditional camp.

Current conceptions of camp seem unable to accommodate these reformulations,
this turns toward sincerity and ‘‘realness.’’ As Mark Booth claims, in a more common
explication of camp, ‘‘. . . the artificial nature of the self-presentation [makes] it a sort
of off-stage theatricality, the shameless insecurity of which may be provocative, but
also forestalls criticism by its ambivalence’’ (Booth, 2002, p. 69; Dyer, 2002b, p. 111).
Aunt Barbara and Zipster fit this definition quite well—artifice and ambivalence are
key to their styles, particularly Barbara’s. Yet while the performances of Antonio and
Bond can also be read as self-parody—some stylistic cues are there—Antonio’s slick
presentation, Bond’s dressed-down videos, and their own self-conceptions undercut
these statements. Antonio’s videos are not ambivalent despite the appearance of some
artifice (it is, after all, a music video). His efforts in editing and lighting, however
rough, display an attempt to sincerely put forth a kind of theatricality that tells us
something about himself as person, not about the music video, or Britney. Meanwhile,
Paul Bond’s spare videos reveal not insouciance about his craft or the cultural objects
he camps, but an attempt at unambiguous authenticity. My interviews with them
underscore these observations.

Exposure and investments

Chris Crocker, the 20-year-old Tennessean whose camp ‘‘LEAVE BRITNEY ALONE!’’
video—in which he cries on camera about the media’s harsh treatment of her MTV
‘‘comeback’’ performance—broke all sorts of records,38 is an icon not only in
YouTube history but also a key reference point for many camp performers on the
site. Almost everyone I spoke to referenced him, either to align themselves with
him—mostly the younger vloggers—or differentiate themselves from him—some
older vloggers, but also some young ones. Chris Crocker underscores a simple fact
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of camp in the digital age: Queer performance is highly public and popular. Chris
Crocker has over 200,000 subscribers and tens of millions of video views; other
gay or queer vloggers are similarly popular and several are more popular than even
Oprah Winfrey. As corporations dominate most spaces online, YouTube subscribers
have been somewhat resistant to their entrée. While Universal Music Group and
Ashley Tisdale have popular channels, the vast majority of the most subscribed users
are ‘‘regular’’ people, sometimes shockingly regular (in 2009 the most subscribed
users, Fred and Nigahiga, both under 21, were self-producing videos in their homes).
YouTube remains, by and large, about semi personal, or at least anticorporate,
communication, though this is quickly changing as YouTube aims to compete with
Hulu and other sites for professional content (from TV networks and film studios).

This highly public and popular presentation of camp—even post-RuPaul, post-
Queen, and post-John Waters—is fairly unprecedented. While camp, of late, has
seemed fairly open—some have said that ‘‘. . .camp has become too widespread,
too socially and culturally prevalent, to have any effect or impact any longer. . .’’
(Davis, 2004, p. 56)—it has historically been a decidedly queer discourse, through
which gays ‘‘make themselves known’’; or, as Babuscio poetically says, camp has
‘‘remained a secret, just as the inner life of gays remains a secret’’ (Babuscio, 1999).39

Even when speaking to straight audiences, performers have historically spoken in
ways only gays could fully understand.40 While it is true nongay audiences often
enjoyed camp performances, many of those audiences elected to be in that position
(bought a ticket).41 Historically the language of camp has been shaped by and for gay
peers.42 To add to this, what makes this YouTube moment quite different is the mode
of production and means of distribution. None of the vloggers I interviewed have
production teams or even club promoters to help them shape the message. Rarely
before have performances so small and lean (a touch private) been so public.

YouTube is a different venue from those preceding it. Many performers, like
Crocker, assume they will be viewed by a large number of individuals ignorant
to camp and androgyny (Butlerian gender performativity, as a kind of drag).43

In response, many make political statements like Crocker—vloggers like The Gay
God44 are expressly political—and frame their camp differently, often as a venue
for personal struggle and development. In this way, current vloggers work within
a tradition of challenging the boundaries of gender and sexuality but add a new
media, neoliberal era spin of often-rigorous individualism.45 The difference seems
to be that, in traditional camp, performers camp ‘‘with’’ the audience, whereas on
YouTube some performers camp ‘‘to’’ the audience (Newton, 1972, p. 110). ‘‘I’m
just going to dance around to Britney and be really fucking cute and you’re going
to hate it,’’ Sean B.46 told me when I asked him about his response to the negative
comments he receives. Sean B., a strawberry blond dance student, said, because of his
early high exposure (he linked to Crocker), many of his early comments were harsh
and homophobic, ‘‘discouraging’’ at first but soon ‘‘empowering.’’ One week after
his tirade,47 Sean B., in protest, danced and lip synced to ‘‘This is Why I’m HOT,’’
in what I took as a queer remix of misogynistic hip hop. Sean B.’s videos show him
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dancing or singing in often skimpy or bare clothes (revealing his lithe physique)
and have bright rainbow colors and, at times, quick edits. They are assertive, and,
in the context of homophobic comments, quite aggressive. This ‘‘camping to’’ not
‘‘camping with’’ is reflected even among the straight performers on the site. Byron
Yee,48 who, along with a few male friends, dances and lip syncs to pop stars such
as Britney Spears (sometimes topless), says his acting ‘‘ridiculous’’ is a way for him
to show his comfort with his own sexuality and self-image (he too has received
homophobic comments), not to demonstrate any relationship to his audience or
peers. On YouTube then, as a site for performance, users are inclined to put their
vision forth first and mark as secondary the views of others.

There are different levels and different kinds of engagement with the YouTube
audience and investments in one’s own practice, however. Much of it seems to be
related to performers’ perceived level of exposure—subscribers—and their level of
professionalism. The more subscribers a person has, the greater his or her sense of an
audience and the more engaged and invested, it seems, he or she is in the meanings,
politics, and repercussions of his or her work. Age, however, is also a factor, as
younger people appear to have taken the ‘‘you’’ in YouTube to heart and implicated
themselves for the viewer’s views.

Britney Houston,49 with 5,000 subscribers and a professional career in New York,
is somewhere between professional detachment and personal investment, but her
popularity compels her to assert her personal identity more so than less popular
performers like Paul Bond. Focusing on entertaining as many people as possible, she
chooses the most popular songs to camp, like Lil’ Mama’s ‘‘Lipgloss’’ and Britney
Spears’ ‘‘Gimme More.’’ But Houston also wants her viewers to grapple with her
gender performance (gender queer). ‘‘Things are easier to digest if it’s funny. . .if I
look like a woman, I want people to think I’m a woman. And some people see me and
they see a man, then they’ll debate it and that’s fine.’’ Overwhelmingly, her responses
are positive, and in every few comments—5% she says—someone asks if Houston
is a guy or girl: ‘‘Tell me it’s a man,’’ one said, to which one responded, ‘‘I’m curious
about this as well. . .If that is a woman I feel bad for her.’’ Someone else responded:
‘‘Of course it’s a man, haven’t y’all ever seen a drag queen?’’50 Master of her page,
Houston deletes gay slurs and racial slurs but leaves those who wonder respectfully
to guess. The debate is her identity, and she is invested enough to delete responses
she deems unacceptable. So while the younger and less professional vloggers I spoke
to occasionally laugh off comments, like Byron Yee, many take them quite seriously.
‘‘It eggs me on. I want to do more videos because of them,’’ Valynne,51 a 21-year-old
video game tester in Vancouver who lip syncs and vlogs in full drag, told me via video
chat. Antonio echoed this statement, saying he felt ‘‘empowered.’’

More traditional and older camp performers, like Aunt Barbara and Crazie Tracie,
are rather detached from their audiences. Roth, the man behind Zipster, is quite
popular but for him negative commenters are a thing of the past, and now he feels no
need to ‘‘be a spokesperson for gay people’’ and cares very little if viewers read Zipster
as gay. While commenters who are ignorant of drag—his Loco Mama—confuse him,
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Roth is not invested in educating people. Vic Deville, Aunt Barbara’s director, told
me he does not care if his videos are ‘‘difficult to understand,’’ while Crazie Tracie,
in response to a question about how the audience responds to her videos, answered
only that the audience keeps coming back because ‘‘I’m creative, I can change my
face, my makeup, my voice. . .’’ Both defer to the skill of their performance rather
than its implications in YouTube’s open market and neither referenced any negative
comments they may receive. They are professionals whose job it is to perform, not
advocate, educate, or involve themselves too deeply in the reception of their work.52

Yet camp online is too personal and singularly important for many younger
performers to detach. This generational divide between the more traditional camp
performers and the younger, Web 2.0-minded ones who are more personally invested
has its roots in history. In Mother Camp, Newton discusses the generational divide
between drag queens and street impersonators in the 1960s and 1970s, which seems
to mirror the divide between traditional performers on YouTube and the younger
ones. For stage impersonators, older and more professional, performance was a
mask, a separation of the self from the audience. Stage impersonators, Newton said,
were interested in billings, publicity, lighting, makeup, stage effects, timing, and stage
presence, as opposed to ‘‘. . . a street fairy, who wants to put on a dress and a pair of
high heels to be seen and show off in public’’ (Newton, 1972, p. 98). Chris Crocker
and other young YouTubers could be thought as modern-day street fairies, whose
use of make-up, editing, ‘‘stage presence,’’ etc., is markedly less professional or at
least different from the obsessively calculated histrionics of Aunt Barbara. The key
difference between 1970 and now is YouTube, which allows young people to perform
identity work in front of thousands or millions, raising the stakes and, consequently,
their personal investments in their own representations. Web 2.0 almost demands
its participants to reveal themselves in ways that challenge notions of a ‘‘mask’’ in
performance.

Conclusion—understanding ‘‘LEAVE BRITNEY ALONE!’’

Perhaps one of the most complex, vexing, and infamous camp videos on YouTube
is Chris Crocker’s ‘‘LEAVE BRITNEY ALONE!’’53 It is a camp precisely because of
Crocker’s androgyny, his ironic participation in and yet mockery of mass obsession
(with Britney Spears), and his over-the-top delivery. Yet Crocker continually asserts
that his emotions were ‘‘real,’’ not acted. Crocker’s insistence that his crying in the
video was genuine had been unwavering: ‘‘This was a blog straight from the heart. . .
I wasn’t being disingenuous in any way. And I wasn’t in any way being sarcastic
or cynical’’ (Manjoo, 2007). ‘‘Straight from the heart’’ is hardly camp—not to say
camp has no heart, but it is not supposed to wear it on its sleeve, if we are to take
Susan (‘‘disengaged’’) Sontag as still relevant to discussions of camp, which I do.54

Most of Crocker’s prior videos were quite campy and explicitly ‘‘acted,’’ so with
such a virtuoso performance in ‘‘LEAVE BRITNEY ALONE!’’—crying for Britney
Spears—it was unnecessary, even career suicide, for him to lie.
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Thus, when I spoke to Sean B. and he told me he knew Crocker, I had to ask about
the Britney video. Sean B. did not relieve me of my curiosity. He said, as if it was
a secret, ‘‘It’s kind of thought of as performance. . .It’s completely honest’’ (emphasis
added).55

Why the insistence of honesty and authenticity? Whether or not his emotions
were ‘‘real,’’ Crocker’s need to assert an ‘‘emotional realism’’56 fits within camp
2.0, this notion of YouTube as a ‘‘personal,’’ even for some a ‘‘spiritual,’’ space.
Emotional realism ties Crocker in with the rest of the YouTubers who say they are
‘‘just being who they are.’’ While it is a performance, YouTubers are remaking the
camp performance itself, adding intimacy and making it ‘‘personal’’ for the digital
age, even in the most ridiculous of videos. These performers have remade camp for a
postqueer, new media world.

Notes

1 For drag, Newton’s book and Butler’s subsequent theorization provide the twin pillars
to suggest drag as quintessentially, but not essentially, camp.

2 The political value of ‘‘empowerment’’ oft-discussed in Web 2.0 is controversial. As
Anthony Giddens theorizes, the need to craft and maintain a sense of self can be seen as
symptomatic of complex trends in modernity, including a lack of true political agency.
But there is little doubt that YouTube allows a public broadcast of a once-silent process
of self-actualization through consumption, one that rejects the politics of material
emancipation in favor of a ‘‘life politics’’ that offers the promise—though perhaps not
the reality—of self-ownership and power (Giddens, 1990, pp. 123–124; Giddens, 1991,
pp. 9, 209). This is the significance of Web 2.0, making vocal the effects of neoliberalism
and modernity. For the constraints of empowerment by individuals, see Cammaerts,
2008. Certainly, John Fiske’s earlier work presents a contrary side of the debate,
repeatedly citing the possibilities of empowerment (Fiske, 1989), and Jenkins’ books on
fans (Jenkins, 1992, 2006a, 2006b) are in a similar vein. While Web 2.0 has made both
arguments salient—even explicit—one can always contextualize those statements
within the broader cultural moment (or ‘‘problem,’’ depending on one’s convictions)
detailed by Giddens and others, including Andrejevic (2002, 2008). Turkle, coming
from psychoanalysis, is primarily concerned with what desires and ideologies
technologies bring out in people (1984, also her recent work on robots), and so her
perspective in the debate over empowerment foregrounds questions of agency and
consciousness from the start. All of the perspectives have validity, but as an
ethnographer I focus on making meaning out of what I hear, and so find all of them
useful context but not directly applicable.

3 B. Scott, of LoveBScott.com, gave a Master’s Tea at Yale on April 4, 2008, to kick off
PRIDE month. A friend of mine recorded his talk to Yale students for me; many of the
students asked questions I would have asked and B. Scott, being very candid, gave
answers that were very relevant to this study.

4 The question was open-ended. I asked each participant at the end of each interview how
they identified, both in terms of sexuality and race/ethnicity. In the case of B. Scott, that
question was asked for me.
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5 While, for many scholars, straight performers can never be marginal, in fact producers
of YouTube videos—even the most popular, who make thousands of dollars doing
it—is a marginal exercise, in light of the power of traditional media, of which most
YouTubers are keenly aware; perhaps coincidentally, drag and lip synching are quite
popular on the site, among various kinds of performers.

6 ‘‘Gay camp’’—as espoused by Dyer or Babuscio—is a bit harder to see in a quick video,
whereas Sontag’s focus on style and Butler’s on gender made it a useful tool to refining
my sample.

7 http://www.youtube.com/crazietracie
8 There were some cues, in the two interviews where I had photo or video, the

interviewees were not wearing make-up, signaling to me as ‘‘getting out of character.’’
Either way, which character is which is not for the research to decide.

9 Crazie Tracie’s move seemed to me a very deft move in making clear the idea of masks,
that we all wear different hats and faces for different situations. Her sincerity is not in
doubt, but my other interviewees were less explicit in their deploying of masks.
Nonetheless, each interview is revealing, for, of course, we all perform, especially when
being interviewed.

10 I am referring specifically to John Jackson’s notion of using ‘‘sincerity’’ as framework
through which to view individuals rather than authenticity, which privileges
performative scripts and not subjectivity (Jackson, 2005, pp. 13–15).

11 In interviews I did not broach the term ‘‘camp’’ unless they did first; I did not want to be
put in the position of defining it and putting words in their mouths (from my position
in the academy, they may have felt compelled to conform to my conceptual framework).
I instead discussed what they thought their work meant and why they did it, which for
some inevitably led to discussions of camp.’’

12 See prior explication of community. I mean linking to one another, a sense of
conversation, but also identifying with the labels ascribed to a community.

13 http://www.youtube.com/prettythingsss
14 http://www.youtube.com/lovebscott
15 Scott B. (2008, April 28). B. Scott Ep #156: Another Day Of Life [Video file]. Video

posted to http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FzzINOTEM Q
16 Scott, B. (2008, April 30). B. Scott Ep #158: Jeopardized A Relationship [Video file].

Video posted to http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=STHO2iI43EM
17 Scott, B. (2008, April 7). B. Scott Ep #139: I Get So Happy [Video file]. Video posted to

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=72BCV6CbfgQ
18 Newton, 1972, p. 103.
19 Newton, 1972, p. 103. This thinking did not last long, but did affect the place of drag

queens within the gay movement. The stigmatized drag queen represents irony at the
heart of the gay and lesbian liberation movement, which began with drag queens at
Stonewall. The GLBT movement, according to Allen Drexel ‘‘. . . has often been
defined in opposition to the stigmatized figure of the drag queen’’ (Drexel, 1997,
pp. 140–141).

20 Crocker, C. (2007, September 5). What is ‘normal’? [Video file]. Video posted to
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g0VRkCF2a80

21 Crocker, C. (2007, July 28). No one is ‘straight.’ [Video file]. Video posted to
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RTbo-b5w4vY
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22 I am referring to the comment from Houston earlier: ‘‘If I look like a woman, I want
people to think I’m a woman. And some people see me and they see a man, then they’ll
debate it and that’s fine.’’

23 If we take Howard Rheingold’s notion of a virtual community—‘‘. . .people do
something for one another out of a spirit of building something between
them. . .’’—these young performers often buck these assumptions (Rheingold, 2000,
p. 59).

24 Antonio says it is ‘‘all 4 sh∗ts and giggles.’’ Antonio, T. (2008 April 8). Stupid Boy [Video
file]. Video posted to http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jNAlHI7IxAw

25 http://www.youtube.com/danielgardner
26 B. Scott said the video that most embodies him is his marginally camp video of Janet

Jackson’s ‘‘Feedback.’’ Scott, B. (2007, December 13). B. Scott S1: 58: Feedback [Video
file]. Video posted to http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y wzq7hGTt0

27 http://www.youtube.com/auntbarbara
28 They then used their YouTube celebrity to sell Tupperware, becoming one of the top

sellers in America and even getting some mainstream coverage (Lederman, 2009).
29 Thinking of film, à la John Waters and To Wong Foo, and television, RuPaul, primarily

here.
30 I am using Sontag here as an exercise but certainly could have used Babuscio or Dyer.

My point is that, while quite funny and smart, Aunt Barbara is not trying to ‘‘reinvent’’
camp, nor is the net effect of reinvention but rather one that appropriately fits into
pre-existing frameworks.

31 All camps—or the vast majority—have a politics and so have investments. On the
origins and intentions of Barbara, Vic Deville told me: ‘‘It definetely wasn’t a business
idea. It was all done as a joke. Barbara was basically an imitation of a real woman (of
course also named Barbara). . . . but because the character became popular it was an easy
fit to sell Tupperware. People get a show and they get to go home with some ‘cheap
plastic crap.’’’ So Barbara certainly has a gender politics (and therefore displaying both a
gay and Butlerian sensibility), but it is mixed with marketing and, of course, humor. The
main point is that, from my conversation with Vic, I did not get the sense he was
particularly invested in Barbara’s gender politics. He seemed intrigued about camping
consumerism while also using it to sell things but spoke of it as a professional exercise,
not as a personal mission. This is why I call it disengaged. It does not read (nor do its
producers claim it) as invested.

32 http://www.youtube.com/princeofcali85
33 http://www.youtube.com/mambo4
34 http://www.youtube.com/zipster08
35 Barbara conceived of her videos outside of YouTube and publishes them in order to

promote an offline business. Zipster, a YouTube celebrity and one of its early pioneers,
talks about traveling from across the United States to Europe to meet up with fellow
YouTubers. He says his subscribers get to know each other, and him, through the
comments on his videos.

36 http://www.youtube.com/paulbond
37 Bond, P. (2007, December 10). Marguerite Perrin Lip Synch [Video file]. Video posted

to http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rrx-7wiHp-A
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38 With at least 24 million views to date, 2 million in its first 24 hours, it was at one point
the fourth most commented video in YouTube history—350,000 as of April 2008
(Adegoke, 2007).

39 (Core, 2002, p. 80): ‘‘. . . it takes one to know one.’’ Also see Dyer, 2002b, p. 110. Even
so, these performers were sometimes ‘‘dishonored’’ in complex ways in the face of
majority society (Newton, 1972, p. 64).

40 Newton observed in one such show several gay jokes, including an anal sex quip, the use
of the term ‘‘Mary,’’ etc. (Newton, 1972, p. 93).

41 Some scholars have argued, of course, that the privacy of camp performances has been
overstated, at least before the 1960s. Allen Drexel argued that, through the 1940s and
1950s, drag balls were quite public and often officially allowed—mostly because they
often took place on Halloween, etc., specifically in the black community. The balls were
covered by the mainstream black press and engaged a diverse section of the South Side
community (Drexel, 1997, pp. 127–131) Chauncey has also noted how drag queens and
fairies at times fit into heterosexual structures rather well in early 20th century New
York (Chauncey, 1994, pp. 47–48).

42 Consider Esther Newton’s description of two gay performances in Mother Camp and the
differences between gay/knowing and straight/unknowing audiences (Newton, 1972,
pp. 59–96).

43 If we take Butler’s statement that ‘‘drag is an example that is meant to establish that
‘reality’ is not as fixed as we generally assume it to be,’’ then androgyny does the same
work, equally as well and sometimes better (Butler, 1990, pp. xxiii–xxiv).

44 http://www.youtube.com/gaygod
45 The title of Adam Reed’s ethnography of bloggers is telling: ‘‘My blog is me’’ (Reed,

2005, p. 220).
46 http://www.youtube.com/itsseanb
47 His first video said: ‘‘To [Crocker’s] haters and all of the haters, I have to say a big fuck

you! These places are our places. You won’t own them. You’re just a subscription, text
on a page, while we are still the faces of these environments. Chris Crocker is the face of
YouTube, whether you like it or not. You’re still a subscription, text, so own that. Take
that to the bank and cash it.’’ It is a good example of Michele White’s observation that
on female webcam sites, while operators are subjects of the gaze, the viewers are
somewhat in their control, or as Sean B said, ‘‘you won’t own’’ us (White, 2006, p. 59).

48 http://www.youtube.com/byeeself
49 http://www.youtube.com/brtnydnc1
50 Anonymous. Comment posted to

http://www.youtube.com/comment servlet?all comments&v=ZEes ZjSmuo&
fromurl=/watch%3Fv%3DZEes ZjSmuo

51 http://www.youtube.com/billianna
52 It may also be that, being older, they simply are more secure in who they are.
53 Crocker, C. (2007, September 10). LEAVE BRITNEY ALONE! [Video file]. Video

posted to http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kHmvkRoEowc
54 In other words, Crocker could have made his video—completely over-the-top, earnest

as it was—and kept the true motive behind it a secret. That would have made it slightly
more traditionally camp. But his insistence in publicizing the true nature of his
emotions (undercutting, by all appearances, the grotesque pleasure of laughing at a boy
balling his eyes) marks, in my opinion, a shift in what camp means.
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55 In Chris’ defense, he is a bona fide, diehard Britney fan. One week before ‘‘LEAVE
BRITNEY ALONE!’’ in anticipation of her MTV performance, he posted the video
‘‘Back up, Britney haters!’’ during which he gave a tour of a room in his house covered
from ceiling to floor—and all over the floor—with Britney posters, magazines,
photographs, etc. The boy is verifiably obsessed. Crocker, C. (2007, September 1). Back
up, Britney haters! [Video file]. Video posted to http://
www.youtube.com/watch?v = dohJmVKcgQM

56 The intersection of emotion and popular culture is not new. This recalls Ien Ang’s
discussion of viewers’ readings of ‘‘Dallas’’ (Ang, 1985) and date as far back as Herta
Herzog’s study of women and radio serials (Herzog, 1941).
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Camp 2.0: 个人的同性恋表现 

Aymar Jean Christian 

宾西法尼亚大学传播系 

 

【摘要：】 

 

Camp 是同性恋亚文化的一种表现风格，在视频门户网站 YouTube 上正在被重新想象。

网上的表现者——大多是年轻人和同性恋——为 Camp 灌输了新自由主义的个性、情感真实

性和个体发展，从而挑战了那种认为 Camp 是完全有讽刺意味的、冷漠的，和充满政治意

味的历史认识。这些在自我表现上的转变反映在表现者接受采访时的表现和播客所发布的视

频中的声明中。 

 



 

 
« Camp » 2.0 : Un accomplissement queer du personnel 
 
Aymar Jean Christian 
 
Le « camp », terme anglais désignant un style de spectacle dans les sous-cultures 
queer, est ré-imaginé à travers le portail de vidéos en ligne YouTube. Les artistes en 
ligne (principalement de jeunes queers) ont insufflé au « camp » un sentiment néolibéral 
d'individualité, d'authenticité émotive et de développement personnel. Ils contestent 
ainsi la façon traditionnelle de comprendre le « camp » comme étant complètement 
ironique et désengagé ou chargé politiquement. Ces changements dans la présentation 
de soi se reflètent dans les affirmations des artistes en entrevue et dans les vidéos que 
publient ces blogueurs vidéos. 



 

Camp 2.0: A Queer Performance of the Personal 
 

캠프 2.0: 개인의 동성애 성취 
 
 

Aymar Jean Christian 
 

Department of Communication, University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, PA 19104, USA 
 
 

요약 
 
동성애  하부 문화내의 퍼포먼스 스타일로서의 캠프는 유투브의 온라인 비디어내에서 재 

상상화되어진다. 온라인 행위자들은 대부분 젊은 동성애자들로 신자유주의적 개인주의, 

감상적 특이성, 그리고 개인적 발전의 개념을 가지고 캠프를 활성화시켰는데, 그렇게 

함으로써 캠프의 역사적 이해를 전체적으로 역설적이거나 정치적으로 책임있는 것으로 

재해석하게 하였다. 자기 표현의 이러한 변화들은 비디오 블로거들에 의해 포스트된 

비디오내에서, 그리고 인터뷰내에서 행위자들에 의한 연설에서 반영되고 있다.  
 



El Campamento 2.0: Una Representación Homosexual de lo Personal 
Aymar Jean Christian 

Department of Communication, University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, PA 19104, USA 
 

Resumen 
 

El Campamento, un estilo de representación de las subculturas homosexuales, está siendo re-
imaginado en el video portal online de YouTube. Los actores online—en su mayoría jóvenes y 
homosexuales—han infundido al campamento con un sentido individualista neoliberal, de 
autenticidad emocional, y de desarrollo personal, de ese modo desafiando los entendimientos 
históricos del campamento como totalmente irónico y desconectado o cargado políticamente. 
Estos cambios de auto presentación son reflejados en las aseveraciones hechas por los actores en 
las entrevistas y en los videos expuestos por estos vloggers. 




